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Abstract

Local structure of FeSe1−xTex has been studied by extended X-ray absorption fine structure

(EXAFS) measurements as a function of temperature. Combination of Se and Fe K-edge EXAFS

has permitted to quantify the local interatomic distances and their mean-square relative displace-

ments. The Fe-Se and Fe-Te bond lengths in the ternary system are found to be very different

from the average crystallographic Fe-Se/Te distance, and almost identical to the Fe-Se and Fe-Te

distances for the binary FeSe and FeTe systems, indicating distinct site occupation by the Se and Te

atoms. The results provide a clear evidence of local inhomogeneities and coexisting electronic com-

ponents in the FeSe1−xTex, characterized by different local structural configurations, with direct

implication on the fundamental electronic structure of these superconductors.
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Among others, an important development in the field of Fe-based superconductors [1] has

been the discovery of superconductivity in the FeSe(Te) chalcogenides with the maximum Tc

∼15 K [2–4]. Indeed, the PbO-type tetragonal phase of FeSe(Te) has an Fe based planar sub-

lattice, similar to the layered FeAs-based pnictide structures with stacking of edge-sharing

Fe(Se,Te)4-tetrahedra layer by layer. Apart from the similar structural topology of active

layers, the chalcogenides show structural transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic phase

[5–8] analogous to that observed in the FeAs-based pnictides [1, 9]. Also, the interplay

between the superconductivity and itinerant magnetism, observed in FeAs-based pnictides

[1, 10–12], is well extended to the chalcogenides [13–16]. Therefore, the FeSe(Te) system

provides a unique opportunity to study the interplay of the structure, magnetism and super-

conductivity in the Fe-based families because of the relative chemical simplicity with added

advantage of the absence of any spacer layers, that may affect the electronic and structural

properties within the active Fe-Fe layers [9].

One of the particularly interesting aspects of chalcogenides is the strong relationship

between the superconducting state and the defect chemistry [5, 8]. In addition, the super-

conducting state can be manipulated by the pressure (either chemical [3, 4, 17] or hydrostatic

[14, 18–20]). Over the above, fundamental electronic and magnetic properties are found to

show extreme sensitivity to the atomic positions [21, 22] as in the pnictides [22–24]. There-

fore, information obtained by diffraction techniques on the average ordered structure of

FeSe1−xTex is not enough to explain the basic electronic properties, and the knowledge of

the local structure gets prime importance.

Here, we have used extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), a fast and site-

specific experimental tool [25] to probe the local structure of FeSe1−xTex system. For the

purpose, we have combined Se and Fe K-edge EXAFS as a function of temperature. The

results show that the local environment around the Fe is not homogeneous in the ternary

FeSe1−xTex system, with the Fe-Te and Fe-Se bonds being very different. While the local

structure of the FeSe1−x system is consistent with the crystallographic structure, the Se and

Te atoms do not occupy the same atomic site in the FeSe1−xTex, breaking the average crystal

symmetry.

Temperature dependent X-ray absorption measurements were performed in transmission

mode on powder samples of FeSe0.88 and FeSe0.5Te0.5 (Ref. [17]) at the BM29 beamline

of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble, using a double crystal
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Si(311) monochromator. A continuous flow He cryostat was used to cool the samples with

a temperature control within an accuracy of ±1 K. Standard procedure was used to extract

the EXAFS from the absorption spectrum [25].

Figure 1 shows representatives of Fourier transform (FT) magnitudes of the SeK-edge (k-

range 3-18Å−1) and Fe K-edge (k-range 3-17Å−1) EXAFS oscillations, measured on FeSe0.88

and FeSe0.5Te0.5 samples, providing partial atomic distribution around the Se and Fe, re-

spectively. The structure of FeSe0.88 and FeSe0.5Te0.5 has tetragonal symmetry at room

temperature. For the earlier, a structural transition to an orthorhombic phase appears

below ∼100 K [5, 7, 8]. For the Se site (probed by Se K-edge), there are four Fe near

neighbours at a distance ∼2.4 Å (main peak at ∼2 Å). The next nearest neighbours of Se

are 8 Se(Te) and 4 Fe atoms. Contributions of these distant shells appear mixed, giving a

multiple structured peak at ∼3.0-4.5Å (upper panel). On the other hand, for the Fe site

(probed by Fe K-edge) the near neighbours are 4 Se(Te) at a distance ∼2.4 Å and 4 Fe

atoms at a distance ∼ 2.6 Å, giving a two peak structure at ∼1.5-3.0Å (Fig. 1, lower panel),

with peaks at longer distances corresponding to longer bond-lengths. Differences in the local

structure of two samples can be well appreciated in both Se K and Fe K-edge data with the

FTs appearing very different for the two samples.

We will start our discussion on the Se K-edge since first shell EXAFS due to Se-Fe

bonds is well separated from the distant shells unlike the Fe K-edge EXAFS in which the

contribution of the Fe neighbours (Se/Te and Fe) appear mixed. From the FT itself one can

appreciate that the Se-Fe bondlengths in the sample with and without Te are quite similar

(see, e.g., upper panel of Fig. 1). The Se-Fe EXAFS has been analyzed using a model with

a single distance. On the other hand, following the diffraction results [5–8, 14, 18–20], a

three shells model was used for the Fe K-edge EXAFS (due to Fe-Se(Te) bonds and Fe-

Fe bonds). The three shells for the FeSe0.88 are four Se at ∼2.4 Å, and 4 Fe (2 each at

∼2.6 Å and ∼2.7 Å), and the same for the FeSe0.5Te0.5 are two Se and two Te atoms at

∼2.48 Å and four Fe atoms at ∼2.52 Å. The number of independent data points: Nind ∼

(2∆k∆R)/π, where ∆k and ∆R are respectively the ranges in k and R space over which the

data are analyzed [25], were ∼19 (∆k=15 Å−1 and ∆R=2 Å) and ∼17 (∆k=13 Å−1 and

∆R=2 Å) respectively for the Se K-edge (single shell fit) and the Fe K-edge (three shells

fit) data. Except the radial distances Ri and related mean square relative displacements

(MSRD), determined by the correlated Debye-Waller factor (σ2), all other parameters were
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FIG. 1: FT magnitudes of the SeK-edge (upper) and Fe K-edge (lower) EXAFS oscillations at two

representative temperatures, measured (symbols) on FeSe0.88 (35 K and 200 K) and FeSe0.5Te0.5

(35 K and 220 K). The model fits are shown as solid lines. The FTs are not corrected for the phase

shifts, and represent raw experimental data. The peaks amplitudes are lower at higher temperature

(filled symbols) due to increased MSRD. The insets show representative filtered EXAFS (symbols)

with k-space model fits (solid line).

kept constant in the conventional least squares modelling, using the phase and amplitude

factors calculated by Feff [26] and exploiting our experience on the studies of similar systems

[27]. The representative model model fits to the Se and Fe K-edge EXAFS in the real and

k-space are also included in the Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows temperature dependence of the Fe-Se distances determined from the Se

and Fe K-edge EXAFS analysis. The Fe-Se distance in FeSe0.5Te0.5 is slightly longer, how-
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FIG. 2: Temperature dependence of the local Fe-Se bond length (upper panel), determined by Se

K-edge (open symbols) and Fe K-edge (filled symbols) for the FeSe0.88 (circles) and FeSe0.5Te0.5

(squares). The inset shows Fe-Fe and Fe-Te distances for the two samples. The local Fe-Se (open

squares) and Fe-Te (filled squares) distances for the FeSe0.5Te0.5 are compared with the average

diffraction distances (dashed lines) in the lower panel. The average Fe-Te distance in the FeTe

system and Fe-Se distance in the FeSe system, are also included. The uncertainties represent

average errors, estimated by the standard EXAFS method using correlation maps (Ref. [25]).

ever, the temperature dependence appears similar for the two samples. Other interatomic

distances (Fig. 2 inset) are also shown with Fe-Fe distance for the FeSe0.88, revealing a small

splitting across the structural phase transition at ∼80 K. It was possible to model the data

with a single Fe-Fe distance below the structural phase transition, however, inclusion of the

two distances, consistent with the diffraction data [5, 19], improved the fit index by about

30%. On the other hand, Fe-Te distance for the FeSe0.5Te0.5 appears only slightly shorter

than Fe-Te distance for the binary FeTe [6].
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FIG. 3: Temperature dependence of the Fe-Se MSRD for the FeSe0.88 (circles) and FeSe0.5Te0.5

(squares), well described by the correlated Einstein model with the Einstein temperature

θE=300±20 K (solid lines). The inset shows local Fe-chalcogen heights (hz) in the FeSe0.5Te0.5

(triangles).

It is interesting to note that, while the local Fe-Se distance for the FeSe0.88 is consistent

with the average diffraction distance [7, 19], the one for the FeSe0.5Te0.5 is substantially

shorter than the average Fe-Se/Te distance (Fig. 2, lower panel). Indeed, the local Fe-Se

distance for the FeSe0.5Te0.5 is quite similar to the Fe-Se distance in the FeSe0.88. Also,

the local Fe-Te distance in the FeSe0.5Te0.5 is only slightly shorter than the average Fe-Te

distance for the binary FeTe system [5–7]. The fact that the local Fe-Se (Fe-Te) distance

in the FeSe0.5Te0.5 is almost equal or only slightly longer (shorter) than the Fe-Se (Fe-Te)

distance for the FeSe0.88 (FeTe) system and much shorter (longer) than the average Fe-Se/Te

crystallographic distance, implies that there should be a distribution of the Fe-chalcogen

distances at the local scale with Se and Te atoms sitting at different distances from the Fe

atoms. This observation not only underlines diverging local structure from the average one

for the Te substituted sample, but also constructs a clear evidence for an inhomogeneous

distribution of the Fe-Se and Fe-Te bonds and different active electronic components in the

chalcogenides.

Figure 3 shows the MSRD (σ2) of the Fe-Se pair, describing distance-distance correlation

function (correlated Debye Waller factors). The EXAFS Debye Waller factors (distance

broadening) are different from those measured by diffraction (mean-square displacements,
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TABLE I: Comparison between local and average near neighbour distances (and chalcogen heights)

in the FeSe0.88 and FeSe0.5Te0.5.

Local structure Average structure

(EXAFS) (Diffraction)

RFe−Se(Å) RFe−Te(Å) hz(Å) RFe−Se/Te(Å) hz(Å)

FeSe0.88 2.38 - 1.47 2.387 1.46

FeSe0.5Te0.5 2.39 2.57 1.47(1.75) 2.471 1.60

i.e. σ2
Fe and σ2

Se). The MSRD is sum of temperature independent (σ2
0) and temperature de-

pendent terms, i.e. σ2
Fe−Se=σ2

0+σ2
Fe−Se (T). The MSRD of the Fe-Se pair are well described

by the correlated Einstein model [25, 27] with the Einstein temperature θE = 300±20 K,

similar for the two samples within the uncertainties, suggesting similar force constant for

the Fe-Se bonds in the two samples. The MSRD for the FeSe0.5Te0.5 appears to have slightly

higher static component indicating higher disorder, consistent with local structural inhomo-

geneities [27]. It is worth mentioning that, within the experimental uncertainties, consid-

eration of higher order cumulants in the analysis hardly had any influence on the observed

MSRD, consistent with negligible deviation from the Gaussian distributions.

From the measured Fe-Se/Te and Fe-Fe bondlengths, we can determine the local chalco-

gen height from the Fe-plane (hz). Since the two chalcogen atoms (Se and Te) occupy two

distinct sites in the FeSe0.5Te0.5, there are two corresponding hz, as shown in Fig. 3 (inset).

The coexisting Fe-chalcogen heights in the ternary system, showing hardly any temperature

dependence, are 1.47±0.01 Å and 1.75±0.01 Å respectively for the Se and Te atoms in

the crystallographically homogeneous system. The local near neighbour distances and the

Fe-chalcogen heights at a representative temperature (T= 100 K) are shown in table 1 for a

quantitative comparison with the diffraction data. Since the Fermi surface topology strongly

depends on the chalcogen height [21, 22], the results constructs a direct evidence of local

electronic inhomogeneity in the ternary FeSe1−xTex system, characterized by distribution

of Fe-Se/Te bonds (and hence Fe-chalcogen heights), consistent with the indications of low

symmetry structure in the Te substituted FeSe by electron [5] and x-ray diffraction [28].

Let us discuss possible implications of the present study on the fundamental electronic

structure of the title system. Low energy electronic states in the Fe-based superconduc-
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tors are derived by the five Fe d orbitals with their relative positions modulated by the

anion (pnictogen or chalcogen) height [21–24]. The anion height controls the Fermi surface

topology (which has strong kz dispersion), through changing degeneracy between different

bands (in particular between the dx2
−y2 and dxz/dyz), with a direct implication on the mag-

netic structure and superconductivity of the Fe-based materials [29, 30]. For example, it

has been clearly shown [21] that a (π,π) like single stripe magnetic order (similar to the

Fe-pnictides) is more favorable in the FeSe1−xTex, with small Fe-chalcogen height, unlike

a (π,0) type double stripe pattern for the FeTe with relatively high Fe-chalcogen height.

Therefore, the Fe-chalcogen height seems to control the low energy states, correlation ef-

fects (Coloumb screening through hybridizations) and magnetic order, however, this alone

is not able to describe the underlying physics. In the light of the above, the observed local

inhomogeneity has strong implication on the physics of the chalcogenides, and in general on

the Fe-based superconductors. Indeed, the local inhomogeneity, characterized by coexiesting

structural configurations with low and high chalcogen heights, can easily reconcile not only

the changing magnetic order, but also the photoemission experiments on the FeSe1−xTex

systems [31, 32], debating on surprisingly large effective electron mass and local correlation

effects. In addition, the coexisting components can easily modify the Fermi surface topology

(and hence the interband scattering and the nesting properties), putting strong constraints

on the interpretaion of Fermi surface topological effects and theoretical models describing

superconductivity in these materials.

Earlier, we have widely studied the copper oxide perovskites providing clear evidence of

inhomogeneous charge distribution characterized by different local structural configurations

[27]. The fact that, FeSe1−xTex system manifest local structural inhomogeneity while the

superconducting Tc is higher, provides further indication that the local inhomogeneity should

have important role in the new Fe-based materials as well, consistent with recent experiments

in favour of mesoscopic phase separation in the Fe-based superconductors [10–13, 15, 33, 34].

In conclusion, we have studied temperature-dependent local structure of the FeSe1−xTex

by combined analysis of Se and Fe K-edge EXAFS. The Fe-Se (Fe-Te) bondlength for the

FeSe0.5Te0.5 is found to be much shorter (longer) than the average Fe-Se/Te, indicating dis-

tinct site occupation by the Se and Te atoms and inhomogeneous distribution of the Fe-Se/Te

bonds (and hence bond-angles) in a crystallographically homogeneous system. The results

provide a clear evidence of local inhomogeneities with coexisting electronic components,
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having direct implication on the low lying electronic states and magnetic order, suggesting

a possible route to understand the physics of Fe-based chalcogenides.
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